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The equilibrium sequence diversity of genes within a population and the rate of sequence divergence between populations or

species depends on a variety of factors, including expression pattern, mutation rate, nature of selection, random drift, and mating

system. Here, we extend population genetic theory developed for maternal-effect genes to predict the equilibrium polymorphism

within species and sequence divergence among species for genes with social effects on fitness. We show how the fitness effects

of genes, mating system, and genetic system affect predicted gene polymorphism. We find that, because genes with indirect social

effects on fitness effectively experience weaker selection, they are expected to harbor higher levels of polymorphism relative to

genes with direct fitness effects. The relative increase in polymorphism is proportional to the inverse of the genetic relatedness

between individuals expressing the gene and their social partners that experience the fitness effects of the gene. We find a similar

pattern of more rapid divergence between populations or species for genes with indirect social effects relative to genes with direct

effects. We focus our discussion on the social insects, organisms with diverse indirect genetic effects, mating and genetic systems,

and we suggest specific examples for testing our predictions with emerging sociogenomic tools.

KEY WORDS: Indirect genetic effects, kin selection, mutation–selection balance, relaxed selective constraint, social evolution,

sociogenomics.

The equilibrium sequence diversity of a gene within a population

is affected by many features of its population biology, including

the rate of mutation, the nature of selection (e.g., balancing vs. di-

rectional), its pattern of expression (i.e., which individuals express

the gene and its fitness effects), the effective population size, the

mating system, and the genetic structure. For example, consider

the different effects of recessive and dominant gene expression

on the equilibrium polymorphism at mutation–selection balance.
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ology, University of Copenhagen, Universitetsparken 15, DK-2100

Copenhagen, Denmark

A deleterious recessive allele will achieve a higher equilibrium

frequency than a deleterious dominant allele with the same se-

lection coefficient, because, when rare, the majority of copies

of the recessive are unexpressed and hidden away from natural

selection in heterozygotes. Mating system interacts with expres-

sion because a deleterious recessive will reach a higher frequency

in a randomly mating population than it will in an inbreeding

population whereas a deleterious dominant is unaffected by in-

breeding because its expression remains constant across mating

systems. Similarly, a diploid gene expressed only by one sex,

say females, will have twice the equilibrium heterozygosity as a

gene expressed in both sexes, all else being equal, because of the
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number of unexpressed copies in males (Wright 1960; Whitlock

and Wade 1995; Wade 1998, 2001; Barker et al. 2005; Demuth and

Wade 2007; Wade et al. 2008). More generally, all factors that de-

crease the association between genotype and phenotype decrease

the proportion of gene copies that are seen by selection and, thus,

result in higher equilibrium polymorphism within populations at

mutation–selection balance. When the phenotypic effects of a

gene expressed in one individual are manifested in a different

individual, as for example, when maternal genes affect offspring

phenotype (i.e., maternal genetic effects), the association between

genotype and phenotype is decreased and within-population poly-

morphism levels are increased (Wade 1998, 2001). In each of these

cases, the higher level of polymorphism is the result of the re-

laxed selection, often called relaxed selective constraint (Demuth

and Wade 2007; J. D. Van Dyken and M. J. Wade, unpubl.

ms.) that attends the weaker association between genotype and

phenotype.

Higher levels of polymorphism from relaxed selective con-

straint lead to higher levels of equilibrium additive genetic vari-

ance for fitness (Whitlock and Wade 1995; Wade 1998). When ge-

netic variance within populations is converted to variance among

populations by the combined action of random genetic drift and

local selection, it results in higher rates of evolution measured as

the number of fixed, nonsynonymous substitutions between two

taxa (Demuth and Wade 2007; Cruickshank and Wade 2008; J. D.

Van Dyken and M. J. Wade, unpubl. ms.). Divergence between

species is often interpreted as evidence of adaptive evolution by

diversifying natural selection (i.e., local selection), although rela-

tively rapid divergence can also result from relaxed selective con-

straint (i.e., reduced effectiveness of purifying selection followed

by divergence by random genetic drift). For example, maternally

expressed genes can accumulate fixed differences between taxa

several times more rapidly than a homologue with direct effects

expressed in both sexes (Demuth and Wade 2007; Cruickshank

and Wade 2008).

Here, we extend population genetic theory developed to pre-

dict polymorphism at maternal-effect genes to genes with other

types of indirect effects arising from social interactions, such as

kin selected effects. These indirect genetic effects, also known as

associative effects, occur when the phenotype of an individual is

affected by genes expressed in its social partners (Cheverud and

Moore 1994; Moore et al. 1997; Wolf et al. 1998; Bijma et al.

2007). We are specifically interested in determining the “relative”

levels of polymorphism at genes with direct effects, maternal ef-

fects, and sib effects, in haplo-diploid (HD) and diplo-diploid

(DD) populations with both single and multiple mating. Thus,

we are interested in how the patterns of gene expression, genetic

system, and mating system affect expected sequence diversities.

Higher levels of polymorphism within species for some genes

allow these genes to respond more quickly to selection under

changing conditions or to diversify more rapidly among popula-

tions when genetically subdivided.

Although our results apply to all social organisms in which

phenotypes are influenced by the genotypes of interacting so-

cial partners, including model organisms usually considered to be

solitary, for example, Drosophila (Wolf 2003) and Arabidopsis

(Mutic and Wolf 2007), we focus our discussion on the social

insects for three reasons: (1) Social interactions have special sig-

nificance in social insect colonies; as described below, a variety

of different indirect effects are theoretically important in the ex-

pression, evolution, and development of social insect phenotypes

(Linksvayer and Wade 2005), and indeed recent empirical studies

explicitly designed to estimate the relative contributions of direct

and indirect genetic effects to variation for social insect pheno-

types demonstrate the importance of indirect effects arising from

social interactions (Linksvayer 2006, 2007; Wang et al. 2008;

Linksvayer et al. 2009). (2) Social insects have diverse genetic

and mating systems, so that our discussion focused on social in-

sects applies broadly to organisms with divergent genetic and mat-

ing systems. (3) The emerging field of sociogenomics is rapidly

growing (e.g., Robinson et al. 2005; Sinha et al. 2006; Barchuk

et al. 2007; Toth et al. 2007), especially with the availability of the

honey bee genome (Honey Bee Genome Sequencing Consortium

2006), and theory explicitly incorporating the complexities of

patterns of gene expression, mating systems, and genetic systems

in social organisms are required to make specific evolutionary

genetic predictions to be tested with this new empirical resource.

In the social insects, phenotypes are influenced by a vari-

ety of different genetic and environmental pathways. The genetic

pathways include genes with direct effects, expressed during the

development of males and females, genes with maternal effects

expressed only in queens or paternal effects expressed only in

males, as well as genes with sib effects, expressed in adult workers

or in sibling larvae (Linksvayer and Wade 2005; Linksvayer 2006,

2007). As we show here, much of the phenotypic variation among

the social insects may be the result of relaxed selective constraint

and its interaction with diversifying, adaptive selection. Further-

more, when worker phenotypes have indirect fitness effects on

queen and male phenotypes, then genes affecting worker pheno-

types and division of colony labor should harbor higher levels

of polymorphism. This may be an important factor contributing

to the well-known diversity of species and social phenotypes in

these taxa.

Maternal Genetic Effects Theory
Using a single locus population genetic model, Wade (1998) ar-

gued that, because selection on a maternal-effect gene is half as

effective as selection on a direct-effect gene expressed within pop-

ulations, nonsynonymous or replacement site diversity should be
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two times higher, at equilibrium, for a maternal-effect gene than

for a direct-effect gene. This prediction assumes that the maternal-

and direct-effect loci being compared experience similar strengths

of selection when expressed, and furthermore that there have not

been recent selective sweeps at the two loci or closely linked

loci distorting the expected equilibrium. Among populations or

lineages, for purifying selection, a greater rate of replacement

site divergence is predicted for a maternal-effect gene than for

a direct-effect gene because slightly deleterious mutations for

maternal-effect genes are more likely to fix (Demuth and Wade

2007). Once again, this prediction assumes similar selection co-

efficients between the loci being compared as well as similar

effective population sizes between the lineages being compared.

When two genes with different expression patterns are compared

for their relative levels of polymorphism within the same species

or their relative levels of diversification across the same set of

taxa, they necessarily have similar effective population sizes. Se-

lection must be more than twice as strong on a maternal-effect

gene in order for its diversification by positive selection to be

more rapid than the rate of diversification by positive selection of

a direct-effect gene.

In quantitative support of this theoretical prediction, Barker

et al. (2005) compared sequence diversity of the maternal-effect

gene, bicoid, with that of its zygotically expressed, tandem dupli-

cate, zerknüllt (zen) within Drosophila melanogaster and D. sim-

ulans. They found that sequence diversity in the coding regions

of bicoid is at least twice that of zen in both species as pre-

dicted. In contrast, the ratios of neutral, silent-site sequence di-

versity (third position base pairs and introns) were approximately

one. This result is consistent with both loci experiencing similar

strengths of purifying selection, but selection at the maternal ef-

fect bicoid being half as effective as selection at the direct effect

zen, as predicted. For genes acting in early Drosophila develop-

ment, Cruickshank and Wade (2008) found a twofold elevation

in replacement site diversity for maternal-effect genes as a class

relative to zygotic genes, once again consistent with these highly

conserved genes experiencing on average similar strengths of pu-

rifying selection when expressed.

Following Kimura (1962), Demuth and Wade (2007, see their

Fig. 1) quantify the rate of fixation of a maternal-effect gene rel-

ative to that of a direct-effect gene as a function of s, the aver-

age selection coefficient, assuming no dominance. For positively

selected genes (where s > 0), the probability of fixation of a

maternal-effect gene is always less than that of a direct-effect

gene, with the relative rate asymptoting at a value of 0.50 as s ex-

ceeds +0.01. That is, positive selection acting on a maternal-effect

gene is only half as effective as similar selection on a direct-effect

gene. Conversely, for purifying selection acting against delete-

rious alleles, where the average s is negative (i.e., s < 0), the

relative probability of fixation for a maternal-effect gene exceeds

that of a direct-effect gene. For example, for s ∼ −0.01, the prob-

ability of fixation is more than four times higher. Among taxa

in the cyclorrhaphan flies (Stauber et al. 1999, 2002), the coding

region of bicoid is evolving 1.67 times faster than zen (Demuth

and Wade 2007), consistent with a predominance of purifying

selection. However, among species within the genus Drosophila,

where it is known that bicoid is under positive selection, it is

evolving at a rate of only 0.68 that of zen, close to the limiting ra-

tio of 0.50. Together these empirical tests demonstrate the utility

of population genetic theory for predicting patterns of sequence

variation within and between populations.

Wade (2001) extended population genetic models for

maternal-effect genes from diploid autosomal genes to X-linked

and haplo-diploid genes. He showed that the effect of selection on

maternal-effect genes is greater in haplo-diploids than in diplo-

diploids and that it is not affected by inbreeding or mate numbers.

However, these theoretical predictions have not yet been tested

either with estimates of standing sequence diversity within popu-

lations or with estimates of the rates of phylogenetic divergence

among taxa.

Social Genetics Theory
Sequence diversity of sib-effect genes in social insect populations

is affected by the mating system and the number of colony queens

(i.e., any factor that affects nestmate relatedness). In contrast,

polymorphism of maternal-effect genes is insensitive to numbers

of mates and the colony founding system does not affect those

maternal genes whose expression impacts only their own progeny

(Wade 1998, 2001). For genes with direct effects expressed in

both sexes, equilibrium replacement site diversity should be lower

given the same average intensity of selection, assuming pre-

dominantly purifying selection. For comparisons within species

among genes with different expression patterns, we assume that

the strength of selection, s and effective population size, Ne are

the same (or essentially so) for all genes, regardless of expression

pattern. That is, we assume that the genes experience approxi-

mately the same average distribution of s values for the period

of comparison, and we ask what are the expected differences

in sequence diversity? For the Hox genes and other highly con-

served gene families experiencing strong purifying selection, this

assumption is probably adequate. However, for positive selection

on genes involved in the origin and refinement of adaptive nov-

elty, this assumption is less likely to hold. Nevertheless, because

the ratio of fixation probabilities for genes with different patterns

of expression asymptotes for positive selection with values of s >

0.01 (Demuth and Wade 2007; see Fig. 3 below), some of our pre-

dictions are less sensitive to variations in s than others. Below, we

will relax the assumption of equal distributions of s and examine

its effect on the relative rates of fixation for the different kinds
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Table 1. Fitness of offspring genotypes in families of a single-mating diplo-diploid population. Frequency (top of each cell) and fitness

(bottom of each cell) of offspring depends on their own genotype and the genotypes of family members. Shaded boxes are offspring

genotypes not produced. WDD monandry=1+2 p(sd+sm+ss). �pDD monandry=p q (sd+1/2 sm+1/2 ss)/WDD monandry .

Mother Father A1A1 A1A2 A2A2

A1A1 A1A1 1
1+2 sd+2sm+2 ss

A1A1 A1A2
1/2

1/2

1+2 sd+2sm+3/2 ss 1+sd+2sm+3/2 ss

A1A1 A2A2 1
1+sd+2sm

A1A2 A1A1
1/2

1/2

1+2 sd+sm+3/2 ss 1+sd+sm+3/2 ss

A1A2 A1A2
1/4

1/2
1/4

1+2 sd+sm+ss 1+sd+sm+ss 1+sm+ss

A1A2 A2A2
1/2

1/2

1+sd+sm+1/2 ss 1+sm+1/2 ss

A2A2 A1A1 1
1+sd+ss

A2A2 A1A2
1/2

1/2

1+sd+1/2 ss 1+1/2 ss

A2A2 A2A2 1
1

of gene expression patterns. As for the maternal effects theory

described above, we also assume that the loci being compared

are at equilibrium under mutation–selection balance and have not

experienced recent selective sweeps disrupting this equilibrium.

For predictions of the relative levels of sequence diversity

for genes within the same species, the assumption of equal Ne

is straightforward as long as neither gene is closely linked to

some other gene experiencing strong selection. However, among

taxa, we can expect some variation in Ne and this may affect our

predictions for the relative probabilities of fixation and rates of

sequence evolution among the same set of taxa.

The Model
DIPLO-DIPLOIDS

Consider a diploid, autosomal locus, A, with two alternate alleles,

A1 and A2 in frequencies p and q ( = 1 − p), respectively. If

there are more than two alleles, we make the standard assumption

that the frequency of A2 includes all alleles other than A1. Let

A1 be expressed in individuals, their mothers, and their siblings,

with the following additive effects on individual fitness; direct

effect, sd, maternal effect, sm, and sib effect, ss. (Dominance

deviations from additive expectation affect the �p expressions

below, but not their ratios which is our concern here.) Tables 1

and 2 summarize how the fitness of individuals depends on their

own genotype and that of their family members, for families with

a singly mated (monandrous) or multiply mated (polyandrous)

mother. With these fitness effects, the change in allele frequency

of A1 in the next generation after selection for a monandrous

population is given by

�pDD monandry = pq(sd + 1/2sm + 1/2ss)/W , (1)

where the mean fitness, W equals [1 + 2 p(sd + sm + ss)]. When

sm and ss equal zero, equation (1) is the standard population

genetic equation for the change in allele frequency for an allele

with an additive direct effect, sd. For a polyandrous population,

the coefficients of sd and sm remain constant, but that of ss is

halved:

�pDD polyandry = pq(sd + 1/2sm + 1/4ss)/W. (2)

The change in mating system from monandry to polyandry

does not affect the contribution of either the direct effect or the

maternal effect to the rate of evolution, but it does affect the co-

efficient of the sib effect, which decreases from 1/2 to 1/4. The

coefficients of sd, sm, and ss are the genetic regressions between

the individual expressing the genes and the individual express-

ing its phenotypic (i.e., fitness) effects. For sm, the coefficient is
1/2, corresponding to the genetic relatedness between mother and

offspring, and, for ss, the coefficient is 1/2 and 1/4, the average re-

latedness between full-siblings and half-siblings, respectively, as

determined by the mating system (see Fig. 1). For haplo-diploids,

these genetic regressions change and, below, we describe how this

affects the sequence diversity maintained at mutation–selection

balance within populations, and how this contributes to sequence

divergence between lineages.
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Table 2. Fitness of offspring genotypes in families of a multiple-mating diplo-diploid population. WDD polyandry=1+2 p(sd+sm+ss).

�pDD polyandry=p q (sd+1/2 sm+1/4 ss)/WDD polyandry .

Mother A1A1 A1A2 A2A2

A1A1 p 1−p
1+2 sd+2 sm+(1+p) ss 1+sd+2 sm+(1+p) ss

A1A2 p/2 1/2 (1−p)/2
1+2 sd+sm+(p+1/2) ss 1+sd+sm+(p+1/2) ss 1+sm+(p+1/2) ss

A2A2 P 1−p
1+sd+p ss 1+p ss

HAPLO-DIPLOIDS

HD populations have an added complication because males and

females must be modeled separately (Tables 3–6). One of the im-

portant considerations is how to assign fitnesses to males relative

to females. Comparing Tables 3 and 4, note that we have assigned

a fitness of (1 + 2 sd) to A1A1 females and a fitness of (1 + sd)

to A1 males. This means that our derivation assumes no dosage

compensation of the direct effects of alleles. An alternative, not

explored here, is to assign haploid A1 males a fitness of (1 +
2sd). The equations for sex-specific changes in allele frequency

per generation due to selection in a multiple-mating HD popula-

tion are:

�p♂HD polyandry = pq(sd + sm + 1/2ss)/WHD♂polyandry (3)

�p♀HD polyandry = pq(sd + 1/2sm + 1/4ss)/WHD♀polyandry, (4)

The mean fitness of haplo-diploid females, WHD♀polyandry,

is [1 + 2p (sd + sm + ss)], identical to that of diplo-diploid

females. With no dosage compensation, the mean fitness of haplo-

diploid males, WHD♂monandry equals [1 + p (sd + 2sm + 2ss)].

Table 3. Fitness of daughter genotypes in families of a single-mating haplo-diploid population. WHD♀monandry=1+2p(sd+sm+ss).

�pHD♀monandry=p q (sd+1/2 sm+3/4 ss)/WHD♀monandry .

Mother Father A1A1 A1A2 A2A2

A1A1 A1 1
1+2sd+2sm+2ss

A1A1 A2 1
1+sd+2sm+ss

A1A2 A1
1/2

1/2

1+2sd+sm+3/2 ss 1+sd+sm+3/2 ss

A1A2 A2
1/2

1/2

1+sd+sm+1/2 ss 1+sm+1/2 ss

A2A2 A1 1
1+sd+ss

A2A2 A2 1
1

The coefficient of sm, the maternal effect on offspring fitness, is 1

for males and 1/2 for females, representing the maternal-son and

maternal-daughter genetic regressions, respectively, which do not

change with maternal mate number. In contrast, the coefficient of

ss, the sib-social effect on daughter fitness, does change from 1/2

(full-siblings) with monandry to 1/4 (maternal half-siblings) with

polyandry.

The total change in allele frequency in the population is the

weighted average of that in each sex. The weightings equal the

proportion of alleles found in males and females, that is, 1/3

and 2/3, respectively. Assuming weak selection, mean fitness is

approximately equal in both sexes, and, we have

�pHD polyandry = pq(sd + 2/3sm + 1/3ss)/WHD polyandry. (5)

In a single-mating HD population, male and female change

in allele frequency is:

�p♂HD monadry = pq(sd + sm + 1/2ss)/WHD♂monadry (6)

�p♀HD monandry = pq(sd + 1/2sm + 3/4ss)/WHD♀monandry. (7)
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Table 4. Fitness of daughter genotypes in families of a multiple-mating haplo-diploid population. WHD♀polyandry=1+2p(sd+sm+ss).

�pHD♀polyandry=p q (sd+1/2 sm+1/4 ss)/WHD♀polyandry .

Mother A1A1 A1A2 A2A2

A1A1 p Q
1+2sd+2sm+(1+p) ss 1+sd+2sm+(1+p) ss

A1A2 p/2 1/2 q/2
1+2sd+sm+(1+2 p)/2 ss 1+sd+sm+(1+2 p)/2 ss 1+sm+(1+2 p)/2 ss

A2A2 P Q
1+sd+p ss 1+p ss

Combining the weighted changes and assuming approxi-

mately equal fitness in males and females, we find that total

change in allele frequency is

�pHD monadry = pq(sd + 2/3sm + 2/3ss)/WHD monandry. (8)

Comparing the coefficients of sm and ss in equations (5) and

(8), we note that the coefficient of sm is 2/3 in both cases, equal

to the coefficient of ss with monandry but twice as large as is

the value of 1/3 with polyandry. Thus, a change in the mating

system from monandry to polyandry will affect the relative rate

of evolution of maternal to sib-effect genes.

EXPECTED POLYMORPHISM WITHIN POPULATIONS

Following Whitlock and Wade (1995), we compute the expected

allele frequencies at mutation–selection balance (i.e., assuming

purifying selection) given μ, the mutation rate per generation

(Table 7). As shown by Wade (1998, 2001), maternal effect loci

are predicted to be more polymorphic (twice as much for DD

populations) than direct effect loci at mutation–selection balance.

The expected polymorphism for maternal-effect genes does not

Table 5. Fitness of son genotypes in families of a single-mating

haplo-diploid population. WHD♂monandry=1+p(sd+2sm+2ss).

�pHD♂monandry=p q (sd+sm+1/2 ss)/WHD♂monandry .

Mother Father A1 A2

A1A1 A1 1
1+sd+2sm+2 ss

A1A1 A2 1
1+sd+2sm+ss

A1A2 A1
1/2

1/2

1+sd+sm+3/2 ss 1+sm+3/2 ss

A1A2 A2
1/2

1/2

1+sd+sm+1/2 ss 1+sm+1/2 ss

A2A2 A1 1
1+ss

A2A2 A2 1
1

depend on mating system. In contrast, for sib-effect loci, the pre-

dicted level of polymorphism maintained at mutation–selection

balance within populations does depend on mating system. The

most sequence variation is predicted to be maintained at sib-effect

genes in multiple-mating populations. In DD, this is four times

the amount of polymorphism relative to direct-effect genes and

twice the polymorphism relative to maternal-effect genes. Gen-

erally, the predicted amount of polymorphism maintained within

populations depends on the relatedness between the individual

expressing the gene and the individual in which the phenotypic

effects are manifested. For direct-effect genes, these individuals

are one and the same and relatedness is one. The average relat-

edness between mothers and offspring is 1/2 in DD and 2/3 in

HD, and the average relatedness between siblings depends on

mating system (e.g., for DD, it is 1/2 with monandry and 1/4 with

polyandry).

SEQUENCE VARIATION BETWEEN LINEAGES

Here we consider rates of sequence divergence between loci with

different patterns of expression, estimated as probabilities of fixa-

tion. The rate of substitution of new allelic variants is governed by

the mutation rate, μ and the probability of fixation, P. For alleles

with additive effects, Kimura (1962) showed that the probability

of fixation, Pd,DD of an allele at DD locus with a direct effect on

fitness of s is

Pd,DD = 1 − e−4Nesp

1 − e−4Nes
. (9)

Table 6. Fitness of son genotypes in families of a multiple-mating

haplo-diploid population. WHD♂polyandry=1+p (sd2+sm+2ss).

�pHD♂polyandry=p q (sd+sm+1/2 ss)/WHD♂polyandry .

Mother A1 A2

A1A1 1
1+sd+2sm+(1+p) ss

A1A2
1/2

1/2

1+sd+sm+(1+2 p)/2 ss 1+sm+(1+2 p)/2 ss

A2A2 1
1+p ss
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Figure 1. Probability of fixation of new mutants in a diplo-diploid

population with different patterns of expression for weak nega-

tive to weak positive selection. Alleles with direct effects (solid

line); alleles with maternal effects or sib effects in single-mating

full-sibling family (dotted line); and alleles with sib effects in a

multiple-mating half-sibling family (dashed line). Alleles with in-

direct effects are less likely to fix when beneficial and less likely

to be lost when harmful. Ne = 100, p = 1/(2Ne).

Substituting (s/2), the selection coefficient for a maternal

effect relative to a direct-effect gene (i.e., half the strength of

selection), Demuth and Wade (2007), following Kimura (1962),

showed that the probability of fixation of a maternal effects allele

in a DD population is

Pm,DD = 1 − e−2Nesp

1 − e−2Nes
. (10)

We can generalize the results of Demuth and Wade (2007) by

substituting the appropriate regression coefficients for the differ-

ent genetic systems and mating systems as derived above. We find

that the probability of fixation of alleles with direct, maternal, or

sib effects in a DD population is

PDD = 1 − e−4r Nesp

1 − e−4r Nes
, (11)

where r, the weighted average of the genetic regression between

the individual expressing the allele and the individuals receiving

its fitness effects, takes a value of 1 for a direct effect allele, 1/2 for

a maternal-effect allele in a DD population or a sib-effect allele

in a DD monandrous population, and 1/4 for a sib-effect allele

in a DD polyandrous population. These fixation probabilities for

direct, maternal, and sib effects in DD populations are shown in

Figure 1.

We can so determine the “relative” rate of divergence for

diploid loci with different expression patterns using the ratio of

fixation probabilities. For example, the relative rate of fixation for

maternal effect alleles relative to direct effect alleles is

Pm,DD

Pd,DD
= (1 − e−4Nes)

(1 − e−2Nes)

(1 − e−2Nesp)

(1 − e−4Nesp)
, (12)

which simplifies to e−2Nes+1
e−2Nesp+1 (Demuth and Wade 2007). Assuming

that the loci have similar mutation rates, this equation describes

the relative rates of divergence between maternal and direct-effect

genes. We can relax the assumption of equal selection between

differently expressed loci by assuming that selection on one locus

is k times as strong as selection at the second locus, changing the

ratio of fixation probabilities in equation (12) to

P1,DD

P2,DD
= (1 − e−4r1k Nes)

(1 − e−4r2 Nes)

(1 − e−4r2 Nesp)

(1 − e−4r1k Nesp)
. (13)

Here, P1,DD and P2,DD are the fixation probabilities for loci

1 and 2 with different patterns of expression, r1 and r2 are the

relatedness coefficients for loci 1 and 2 that depend on expression

pattern, and k is strength of selection on locus 1 (when expressed)

relative to locus 2.

For haplo-diploid species, we need the change in the mean

allele frequency by weak selection from equations (5) and (8)

as well as the variance of the allele frequency change by random

genetic drift to derive the probability of fixation using the diffusion

methods of Kimura (1962). Assuming W ∼ 1 for weak selection,

the average change in frequency, Md, by selection for a gene with

direct effect, sd, is pqsd and the variance owing to drift, V , is

2pq/3N (assuming equal numbers of males and females). The

exponent in the equation for fixation probability is given by the

ratio Md/(V/2) or 2Md /V . This gives us 3sdN for a gene with

direct effects on male and female fitness. The resulting equation

for fixation probability of a direct effect allele in a HD population

is

Pd,HD = 1 − e−3Nesp

1 − e−3Nes
. (14)

For a gene with only a maternal effect, the ratio changes

because the mean change by weak selection, Mm, is 2pqsm/3

whereas the variance caused by random drift remains the same,

Table 7. Expected allele frequency at mutation–selection balance

depending on pattern of expression (direct-, maternal-, or sib-

effect loci), mating system (monandry or polyandry), and genetic

system (haplo-diploid or diplo-diploid).

Monandry Polyandry Monandry Polyandry
DD DD HD HD

Direct effects 1 μ/sd 1 μ/sd 1 μ/sd 1 μ/sd

Maternal 2 μ/sm 2 μ/sm 3/2 μ/sm 3/2 μ/sm

effects
Sib effects 2 μ/ss 4 μ/ss 3/2 μ/ss 3 μ/ss
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Figure 2. Probability of fixation of new mutants in a haplo-

diploid population with different patterns of expression. Alleles

with direct effects (solid line); alleles with maternal effects or sib

effects in single-mating full-sibling family (dotted line); and alle-

les with sib effects in a multiple-mating half-sibling family (dashed

line). Ne = 100, p = 2/(3Ne).

independent of how a gene is expressed. The ratio, 2Mm/V , equals

2smN

Pm,DD = 1 − e−2Nesp

1 − e−2Nes
. (15)

For a gene with only a sib effect, ss, the change in mean, Ms,

varies with the mating system, from 2pqss/3 with monandry to

pqss/3 with polyandry. Again, the variance owing to drift remains

the same, so our exponent is 2ssN for monandry but only 1ssN

for polyandry. As we did for a DD population (eq. 11), we can

generalize these results to find the probability of fixation of alleles

with direct, maternal, or sib effects in a HD population:

PHD = 1 − e−3r Nesp

1 − e−3rNes
. (16)

Where r equals 1 for a direct effect allele, 2/3 for a maternal

effect allele or sib-effect allele with monandry, and 1/3 for a sib-

effect allele with polyandry (see Figure 2).

Similarly for the DD case above (eq. 14), the relative fixa-

tion rates of two loci, P1,HD and P2,HD with different patterns of

expression is

P1,HD

P2,HD
= (1 − e−3r1kNes)

(1 − e−3r2 Nes)

(1 − e−3r2 Nesp)

(1 − e−3r1k Nesp)
. (17)

Where, r1 and r2 are the relatedness coefficients for

loci 1 and 2 that depend on expression pattern, and k is

strength of selection on locus 1 (when expressed) relative to

locus 2.

Assuming that new mutations at diploid loci initially occur

at a frequency p = 1/2N, and N equals Ne, we show in Figure 3

how the relative fixation probabilities, and assuming equal mu-

tation rates the relative rates of divergence, depend on pattern

of expression and strength of selection. Notice that, changing a

gene’s expression pattern via r is equivalent to changing the rel-

ative strength of selection experienced by a gene through k. As

a result, two genes can experience the same effective strength of

selection, and thus the same fixation probabilities, with different,

but balancing patterns of expression and relative strength of selec-

tion. For example, in a diploid population, a maternal-effect gene

experiencing twice the strength of selection as a direct-effect gene

will have the same fixation probability as the direct-effect

gene (i.e., the r of 1/2 will balance out the k of 2 for the maternal-

effect gene relative to the r = k = 1 for the direct-effect gene; see

Figs. 3 and 4).

Discussion
We show that all else being equal, selection acts less effectively

on loci with indirect social effects on fitness than on loci with di-

rect effects on fitness. As a result, at mutation–selection balance,

indirect effect loci are expected to harbor higher levels of se-

quence polymorphism within populations. Furthermore, indirect

effect loci are expected to diverge more rapidly between lineages

than direct effect loci because slightly deleterious indirect effect

alleles are more likely to drift to fixation and contribute to fixed

differences than similarly deleterious direct effect alleles.

Generally, the relatedness between the individual expressing

the gene and the individual manifesting its fitness effects deter-

mines the rate of change in allele frequency per generation, and as

a result, the expected sequence polymorphism. Thus, decreasing

relatedness between social partners is equivalent to weakening

the average strength of selection experienced by genes with indi-

rect fitness effects, and as a result increasing the standing genetic

variation. This makes intuitive sense. As relatedness decreases,

so does the association between genotype and phenotype. Direct-

effect genes are expressed in the same individual in which the

phenotypic effects are manifested and, barring factors that cause

gene copies to be unexpressed (e.g., dominance, penetrance), there

is a one-to-one correspondence between genotype and phenotype.

Differently put, the genetic relatedness between an individual and

itself is one. In contrast, maternal- and sib-effect genes are ex-

pressed in mothers and sibs, respectively, but have phenotypic

effects on other individuals. The relatedness between mothers

and offspring or between siblings is less than one. For example,

the genetic relatedness between full-siblings and half-siblings in

a randomly mating DD population is 1/2 and 1/4, respectively. This

results in selection half to one-fourth as weak and two to four

times the amount of variation at mutation–selection balance for
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Figure 3. Relative fixation probability of maternal effect (or sib effect in a monandrous population) to direct effect loci in DD with weak

negative to weak positive selection. The relative strength of selection experienced by the indirect effect locus, k = 1 (solid line), k =
2 (dotted line), and k = 4 (dashed line). The full three-dimensional graph of relative fixation probabilities is shown to the right. When

k = 1, the direct and indirect effect loci experience the same strength of selection yet the direct effect locus is much more likely to be

lost when it is deleterious (s < 0) and becomes twice as likely to be fixed when advantageous (s > 0) because the indirect effect locus

experiences relaxed selective constraint. When k = 2, the increased selection experienced by the indirect effect locus is exactly balanced

out by its relaxed selective constraint, as measured by the regression coefficient r, relative to the indirect effect locus, and the relative

fixation probability of direct to indirect effects is equal (i.e., 2 × 1/2 = 1). When k = 4, the indirect effect locus effectively experiences

selection twice as strong as the direct effect locus and the indirect effect locus becomes twice as likely to be fixed when advantageous

and much more likely to be lost when deleterious.

Figure 4. Relative fixation probability of maternal effect (or sib effect in a monandrous population) to direct effect loci in HD with

weak negative to weak positive selection. The relative strength of selection experienced by the indirect effect locus, k = 1 (solid line),

k = 1.5 (dotted line), and k = 3 (dashed line). The full three-dimensional graph of relative fixation probabilities is shown to the right. In

contrast to the DD case, in HD, the relaxed selective constraint experienced by the indirect effect locus is exactly balanced by increased

strength of selection when k = 3/2 (i.e., 3/2 ∗ 2/3 = 1). And when k = 3, the indirect effect locus effectively experiences selection twice

as strong as the direct effect locus (i.e., 3 ∗ 2/3 = 2). The relatively flatter surface for HD relative to DD indicates that maternal versus

direct expression has less of an effect on the probability of fixation in HD.
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sib-effects genes relative to direct-effect genes (Table 7; Figs. 1

and 2). The fact that loci with indirect effects experience less ef-

fective selection than loci with direct effects is also captured by

kin selection theory. In the well-known Hamilton’s Rule, rb – c >

0, the indirect fitness benefit to a social partner, b, is decremented

by the relatedness between social partners, r, whereas the direct

fitness cost to the actor, c, has a coefficient of one (Hamilton

1964). These two fitness effects are associated with a single gene

in kin selection theory, whereas we have explored the relative

rates of evolution and relative levels of polymorphism of pairs of

genes with different types of direct or indirect fitness effects.

Mating system does not affect the relatedness between moth-

ers and their offspring, so the expected sequence polymorphism

for maternal-effect genes does not depend on mating system, all

things being equal (Wade 1998). Mating system does affect the

relatedness between siblings. In HD and DD populations with sin-

gle mating, the expected sequence diversities for maternal and sib

effects are the same, but for polyandrous DD and HD populations,

sib-effect loci experience less selective constraint and hence accu-

mulate more polymorphism at mutation–selection balance. Other

factors that influence the relatedness between social partners, such

as queen number and worker egg-laying, will also influence the

predicted sequence diversity of caste- or worker-specific genes

because such effects change the genetic regression between the

genotype where the gene is expressed and the phenotype of the

receiving individual.

As summarized above, what is important in terms of our

theory is whether a gene has direct or indirect effects on fitness. In

social insects, queens and males reproduce and workers typically

do not (although in many HD social insects, workers can lay

unfertilized male-destined eggs in certain situations). As a result,

genes affecting most worker traits have mainly indirect fitness

effects, dependent on the number and quality of new queens and

males produced by colonies. Thus, genes expressed exclusively

by workers are likely to have indirect sib effects on fitness; genes

expressed by male and female sexuals are likely to have direct

fitness effects; and queen genes that affect the quality of her

sexual offspring have maternal fitness effects. (Genes that affect

egg number and are sex-limited in their expression [i.e., expressed

only by queens but also transmitted by males] also experience

relaxed selection independent of mating system.)

The weaker purifying selection (i.e., relaxed constraint) on

genes with indirect fitness effects potentially enables wider explo-

ration of phenotypic and genotypic space both within and among

populations. As a result, social insect populations may harbor

more genetic and phenotypic variation within and between popu-

lations for worker traits relative to queen and male traits. However,

worker and sexual traits are also likely to experience different se-

lective regimes. For example, the traits of males and queens may

often experience strong stabilizing selection whereas in some

cases phenotypic variation for worker traits within a colony may

be favorable. Generally, there is a tension between the reduced

strength of selection that decreases the probability advantageous

alleles spread, and relaxed selective constraint that enables the

accumulation of genetic variation within population and facili-

tates rapid divergence between populations. The former applies

to alleles that experience mainly positive selection whereas the

latter applies to alleles that are mildly deleterious under most en-

vironmental conditions, experiencing mainly purifying selection.

All else equal, polyandrous populations should harbor more

variation than monandrous populations for sib-effect genes ex-

pressed by workers. The discovery of genetic components to

worker polymorphism in several highly polyandrous species

(Hughes et al. 2003; Rheindt et al. 2005; Jaffe et al. 2007) lends

tentative support to this prediction. Indeed alleles for caste de-

termination may generally be mildly deleterious (see review by

Anderson et al. 2008), but as explained above, genetically based

variation in worker phenotypes may be adaptive in some cases,

and not mainly governed by mutation–selection balance.

Given the diversity of genetic (DD or HD) and mating sys-

tem found in social insects, it is relatively easy to select suit-

able study systems for testing our predictions. Mating frequency

theoretically affects population sex ratio, and studies of sex-ratio

evolution have identified several social insect species with popula-

tions differing primarily in mating frequency (Bourke and Franks

1995). Comparisons can also be made between lineages that dif-

fer in mating frequency, for example, between species in Pogono-

myrmex harvester ants (Rheindt et al. 2004; Holbrook et al. 2007);

between genera and species in fungus-growing ants (Villesen et al.

1999); or between species of stingless bees (Paxton et al. 1999).

However, effective population size is likely a complicating fac-

tor in these comparisons. As such, it may often be easier to make

comparisons of sequence variation within populations or sequence

divergence between lineages using comparisons between loci as

in equations (11–12), where both loci, although differing in ex-

pression pattern, are subject to the same variations in Ne.

Currently, an incisive test of our theory is limited by the ab-

sence of loci that can be defined as having indirect fitness effects.

As explained above, genes expressed in adults of the worker caste

are likely to have indirect fitness effects, whereas genes expressed

in adult sexual females and males, or all larvae are likely to have

direct fitness effects. Genes affecting traits involved in sib and ma-

ternal care, including provisioning and defense of brood, have sib

and maternal effects, respectively (Linksvayer and Wade 2005).

The simple predictions discussed here for relative polymorphism

and sequence divergence between genes with different expression

patterns assume each gene has exclusively direct, maternal, or sib

fitness effects. However, in reality, genes may often have multiple

pleiotropic effects and care must be taken to identify all the var-

ious fitness effects of genes of interest. Expected polymorphism
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and sequence divergence depends on the total strength of selection

experienced by a gene (see eqs. 1–8). When genes have pleiotropic

effects, coefficients for the various direct and indirect selection

components must be added (assuming each effect experiences

similar strengths of selection), and then expected polymorphism

and divergence calculated. A good starting point for testing our

predictions is focusing on the simplest case of genes with single

types of direct or indirect fitness effects. The rapid growth of so-

ciogenomics promises to provide a wealth of expression data in

the near future and these data are the starting point for identify-

ing differences such as sex- and caste-specific patterns of gene

expression. Indeed a large number of genes with caste-specific

patterns of expression have already been found in termites, ants,

and especially honey bees (Miura et al. 1999; Evans and Wheeler

2001; Wheeler et al. 2006; Whitfield et al. 2006; Barchuk et al.

2007).

A notable set of candidate genes for testing our predictions

are the major royal jelly protein genes (mrjp1–9) found in honey

bees. These genes are thought to have arisen via tandem duplica-

tion events from the yellow genes found in Drosophila and other

insects (Drapeau et al. 2006). Some are expressed primarily in the

hypopharyngeal glands of nurse workers, the site of synthesis of

royal jelly proteins that are fed by nurses to larvae and influence

whether the larvae develop into queens or workers. These genes

thus have indirect sib effects on fitness. Other major royal jelly

protein genes are expressed in different body parts of developing

queen, worker, and male larvae (summarized in Drapeau et al.

2006, Table 3). These can be considered to be direct-effect genes

because they are expressed in both sexes as well as in workers.

Comparisons of sequence diversity within populations and diver-

gence between Apis species for the different major royal jelly

protein loci that differ in patterns of expression may provide a

suitable test of our predictions.

Socially parasitic species in which the worker caste is rarely

or never expressed also provide a very promising test case. Be-

cause genes affecting worker traits are rarely/never expressed,

these genes should experience drastically reduced selective con-

straint and should harbor even more sequence variation than sib-

effect genes in normal social insect populations. Furthermore,

the closest relative of socially parasitic species is often the host

(Emery’s Rule, Buschinger 1990; Sumner et al. 2004), offering a

unique opportunity for paired comparison of sequence variation

for direct and indirect-effect genes in parasite and host.
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